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First we had the ribbon cutting of the newly 
renovated office. Then open house with customers, 
vendors and partners. Through the whole day there 
was one theme: This business is a family. 

We could not have made it 75 years without the 
amazing Fireline Family. 

To best share my thoughts on this, here is 
my speech from the ribbon cutting. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Welcome everyone to our 75th anniversary 
celebration and the official ribbon cutting of our 
newly renovated office!

We are here to celebrate this wonderful company 
my grandfather John Waters founded back in 1947. 
Back then, it was a business opportunity. An idea. A 
few guys and some trucks (and some extinguishes). 
Of course, it grew from there and eventually my 
father Stephen Waters came into the business in 
the 1970’s, later expanding Fireline into suppression 
systems, fire alarms, sprinklers and more. 

My grandfather, he loved the business. But for my 
father who grew up with the company, it was so 
much more. It was family. As a kid he would take me 
and my brother here on weekends so he could work 
while we watched Saturday morning cartoons. And 
somewhere along the way, Fireline found a way to 
weave itself into my childhood as well.

Years later when I came to work at Fireline I did not 

realize how much my grandfather and father were 
grooming me for this role. I learned a great deal 
about accounting and finance from my grandfather 
(though I am not as frugal a spender as he was) 
and I learned about leadership and how to care for 
the employees from my father. Their hard work, 
their vision, and their dedication to their employees 
is what kept Fireline going into three generations. 

Losing my grandfather was hard. But losing my 
father only a year later, that gutted me. And in the 
time when I wanted to mourn him, I was faced with 
the prospect of running his company. Of taking 
care of all the employees who were very worried 
about what would happen to Fireline. 

And so that brings me to the first of my thank you’s. 
My mother Sharon. 

I was a doe eyed 27-year-old who knew very little 
about running a company. My mother took an 
incredible risk putting the company in my hands. 
But she did. And here we are today. 

Mom- we have been through a lot these 12 years but 
looking back now I know it was all worth it. Thank you 
for putting your faith in your daughter. Thank you.

During that transition and for all the years that 
followed there was one person who had to 
endure the most change, the most sacrifice, and 
the most….Anna on a tough day. And that is my 
husband Jeff. Jeff, I would never have been able 
to give so much to the Fireline family if you did 
not give so much to our family. Thank you for 

IT'S CALLED A FAMILY BUSINESS 
FOR A REASON

THE PRESIDENT'S PEN

Left: Steve Waters and John Waters at the 50th Anniversary Celebration | Right: Sharon Waters and Anna Waters Gavin at the 75th Anniversary Celebration
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everything you do for me, for Ben, and for Libby to 
make our life together a happy one.

But of course, we know that the heart and soul of 
the success of Fireline lies with its hard working and 
fiercely loyal employees. I mean, we have multiple 
people here today that have been with the company 
for decades. In the audience raise your hand if you 
have been here over 10 years. How about over 
20? Over 30? And where are my over 40? And Phil 
Bowers here who retired on his 50th anniversary! 
These are the people who built careers here and 
helped to found what we are today.

Many companies boast that they are a family 
business. But that is usually because they are 
referring to the ownership of the company. Fireline 
is a family business not just because of the Waters 
family, but because of our employees. 

It is Fireline employees who have built our Fireline 
family. They care about the success of Fireline just 
as much as I do. They work together, care about 
each other (sometimes bicker with each other), but 
do what it takes to see our company grow. Thank 
you to all the employees here, and the 180 other 
employees out working today, for all you have done 
and all you continue to do for Fireline. 

I like to think I too have grown a great deal these 
past 12 years. I am not the person I was, and I am 
proud of the person I am becoming thanks to many 
of you here today. So, a special thank you to those 
of you who have helped me in this journey. To my 
co-workers who push me to be better, my business 
coach for encouraging me to go outside my comfort 
zone, and to my industry and business friends who 
teach me and inspire me every day. I am beyond 
grateful. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Now 75 years is quite a milestone for any company. 
And I am thrilled we can all celebrate it together. But 
we are not just here to celebrate our anniversary, we 
are here to show off this newly renovated office!

I am so excited to be here in this moment that I have 
dreamed about a long…long time. My grandfather 
built this building in the 1960’s. And while it went 
through many renovations during its time, none 
have been as substantial as this one. Don’t get me 
wrong, the 1970’s wood paneling did have its own 
sort of vintage chic look going, but we all knew it 
was time for a big change. Not just because the 
facility needed it, but because the Fireline family 
needed it. 

This renovation was the work of many revisions, 
and it took nearly 4 years just to get to the point of 
construction. Along the way I was privileged to work 
with companies like Arium AE for our design and Sill 
Engineering for our civil work. And once we started 
construction our General Contractor JC Porter ran 
a tight ship with excellent project management 
(despite the local bureaucracy causing a few 
hiccups). And of course, I am very grateful to Fulton 
Bank for their financial support that really truly gave 
us the means to make this project a reality. But most 
especially I want to thank Marc Fisher, my owner’s 
representative, who walked me through every step 
of this project from the very beginning. Marc kept 
everyone on task and provided valuable advice that 
helped to make this renovation a success. Thank 
you Marc and thank you renovation team for getting 
us here today. 

I view this office renovation as an investment into 
Fireline’s future. These buildings represent so much 
more than just a new kitchen or new lighting. It’s a 
layout that embraces collaboration and technology. 
A facility that will see us through for the years 
to come. This renovation is a place for the next 
generation of Fireline. It marks a key milestone in 
our future just the way our 75th anniversary marks 
a milestone in our history. 

So with all that said I want to ask my fellow 
owner and mother Sharon Waters to join me in 
cutting this ribbon and officially welcoming the 
future of Fireline.

 And thank you to everyone who supported me 
during one hell of a year. All the Fireline Family 
who kept things running despite the added chaos 
of construction. Special shout out to Tori Cowley 
who took on the part time job of “Anna caretaker” 
this past year when I was struggling to keep up. It 
has taken so much to get here, and I am so looking 
forward to enjoying the new space!

THE PRESIDENT'S PEN

http://fireline.com
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New to the Team Join us in welcoming all of our 
new Fireline employees. Lots of 
new faces to learn, so take note!

Keith Oliver
System Service Technician

5/2/22

Ryan Malloy
Monitoring Administrator

4/20/22

Quinn Simms
Special Hazards Designer

1/3/22

NEW HIRES

4

Stacey Lockner
Fire Alarm Administrator

04/25/22

George Hampton III
System Service Technician

3/28/22

Robert Parsons
System Service Technician

3/28/22

Anna Barnett
Marketing Intern

3/21/22

Nicholas Clements
Restaurant Systems  

Technician

2/22/22

Juan Esperanza
System Service Technician

1/31/22

John Oliver
System Service Technician

1/17/22

James McGraw
System Service Technician

1/31/22

Elizabeth Bolton
Counter and Parts Sales

1/24/22

http://fireline.com
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Davon Bess
Bachelor of Science in  

Business Administration

Congratulations!
CONGRATULATIONS
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Alexander
Steve Clarke’s Grandson

January 14, 2022 | 8 lbs. 12 oz. 
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Sean and Tiffany Weiss 
Married | 4/30/2022
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Jake and Ciara Smallwood 
Married | 5/14/2022

http://fireline.com
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RETIREMENTS

Next Chapter!
RETIREMENTS -  ON TO THE This year we have had three 

long term employees retire 
from Fireline. We are so 
grateful for all they have done 
for us and wish them the best!

By the time this newsletter comes out Ken will be happily settled 
into his new home in Montreal! The original Fireline “IT Guy” Ken first 
worked with Fireline in 1999 to help us transition for Y2K. He later 
worked for us as a subcontractor before coming in as an employee 
in 2009. Fireline’s IT infrastructure and the importance of technology 
has increased tenfold the past twenty years and Ken has been with 
us through it all. Ken is still assisting us part time remotely from 
Canada, easing into retirement over the rest of the year. 

Congrats Ken and enjoy beautiful Montreal!

Ken Barnhart

Robin Busch

In March we said goodbye to Robin who has been with Fireline since 
2003. Robin made up a part of our strong and loyal service sales 
team. She spent her years focused on the Baltimore area and has 
managed numerous long term customers for Fireline over the years. 
We will miss her sunny smile.

Congrats Robin!

Neil Walters

In April we wish Neil a fond farewell (though he is still assisting us 
now and then on some jobs). Neil joined Fireline in 2000. Neil is a 
certified plumber in Maryland which allowed us to service backflows 
for many years, making Neil “the backflow guy”. Neil is excited to have 
some time to relax and catch up on many movies he has wanted to 
watch over the years. 

Congrats Neil!

http://fireline.com
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ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION, 
RIBBON CUTTING AND
OPEN HOUSE
It was a big day on May 5th at the 
Fireline Baltimore Office. 

After years of planning and a year of construction 
in 2021, Fireline owners Anna Gavin and Sharon 
Waters cut the ribbon on the newly renovated 
office. Celebrating the milestone with family, 
vendors and legacy employees.

In addition to this unveiling of the new office, 
Fireline took the opportunity to celebrate the 
company’s 75th anniversary with our customers 
and partners. The ribbon cutting lead into an open 
house event for the remainder of the day where 
customers could tour the facility, meet vendors 
and even put out a live fire or two.

It was a successful event with many people 
stopping by throughout the day to share in both 
milestone events.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

75TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

Some kind words from our customers and partners:

“Thank you so much for the invitation to celebrate 75 years of Fireline. We really appreciate you taking the 
time to show us around your company’s facility and providing lunch and gifts. It was wonderful to see the 
family culture that your team has and the pride and care that is put into what you all do for your company 
and your customers.

“Thank you for the invite to your open house last Thursday. Your team did a great job of renovating all of 
your facilities.  Speaking of your team, I don’t have to tell you how good they are.  I really appreciated the 
opportunity to spend time with the good people of Fireline and to participate in the activities.  Thanks again 
for the invite.”

“Thank you once again for inviting me to the anniversary party. It was truly great to see some of the 
employees that I haven't seen for quite a while.”

“I have to congratulate you on the renovation of the buildings. I was amazed to see how great they looked 
and the organization of product. You and your team did an unbelievable job and all of you should be proud to 
go to work there every day. Under your leadership Fireline is poised to move forward for the next generation. 
Mr. Waters and Steve would certainly be proud of the business and you.”

http://fireline.com
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Kind words from our customers and partners, continued:

“I appreciate the invite and your team showing us around. The facility looks amazing!  You have done a great 
job and it has been a pleasure working with the Fireline team and we look forward to future endeavors.”

“Your team does so much to promote our brand and we are lucky to part of your success. Look forward to the 
future and what we can do together.“

75TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

http://fireline.com
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75TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

Three Generations Setting the Standard in Fire Protection since 1947Fireline Corporation Celebrates 75th Anniversary Milestone 

Baltimore, MD (May 2022) Fireline Corporation, 

a multi-generational, women-owned Maryland-

based corporation specializing in fire protection, 

recently celebrated 75 years in business with a 

ribbon cutting and open house celebration at the 

newly renovated office campus on Hollins Ferry 

Rd. in Baltimore, MD.

With friends and family in attendance, Anna 

Gavin, President of Fireline Corporation, received 

citations from Maryland Governor Larry Hogan 

and Baltimore County Executive Johnny 

Olszewski. The Governor’s Citation was given in 

appreciation for Fireline’s outstanding service 

to the citizens of the State of Maryland. The 

Executive Citation from the Baltimore County 

Executive designated August 1, 2022 as “Fireline 

Corporation Day” in Baltimore County and 

recognized the exemplary service in protecting the 

community

 “A milestone like this really affords us the 

opportunity to look back and admire all we have 

achieved in 75 years. The evolution from my 

grandfather’s fire extinguisher shop in 1947 to our 

newly renovated office campus in Baltimore is 

a great example of how far we have come”, said 

Anna Gavin, President of Fireline since 2010. “A 

lot has changed in 75 years, but there have been 

two common threads throughout. Our focus on 

quality services to our customers and our focus 

on quality care for our employees. Many of our 

employees have dedicated their careers to Fireline 

and have helped build the Fireline we have today”.

Fireline Corporation has a long standing history 

of being an industry pioneer as it was the first 

company in Maryland to sell the ABC dry chemical 

fire extinguishers, which is now the standard for 

most common fire hazards. During Ms. Gavin’s 

tenure as President, she continues to operate 

by her grandfather and father’s high standards- 

embracing new technologies, while holding true to 

the values and quality practices that have kept the 

company successful throughout the years. 

“Many companies boast that they are family 

businesses. But that is usually because they are 

referring to the ownership of the company. Fireline 

is a family business not just because of the Waters 

family, but because of our employees,” said Ms. 

Gavin at the ribbon cutting. 

For the last 12 years, Fireline Corporation has 

been women-owned company and currently holds 

certifications with Baltimore City and the Women’s 

Business Enterprise National Council (WBENC). 

Every year, the company has been listed on the Top 

10 Largest, Women-Owned Businesses in Baltimore 

by the Baltimore Business Journal. Ms. Gavin has 

grown the company from 140 employees to 230 

employees, some of which have been with the 

company for over 45 years. 

Fireline has worked with facilities including George 

Washington’s Mt. Vernon, Towson University, The 

Social Security Administration, Exelon Corporation, 

Dominion Energy, Cove Point LNG, Thurgood 

Marshall BWI Airport, The Walters Art Gallery, 

Bowie State University, as well as a large number 

of historical locations in Washington DC. For more 

information about Fireline Corporation, visit 

www.fireline.com.

-------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------

---------------

About Fireline Corporation

Founded in 1947 by John S. Waters and headquartered 

in central Maryland, the Fireline Corporation is one of 

the nation’s premier fire equipment distributors. Fireline 

offers fire protection services and solutions including 

design, installation, inspection, and maintenance. Public 

and private clients including commercial business, 

government, military, municipal, healthcare, schools 

and universities, and industrial facilities. Fireline serves 

Maryland, Washington DC, and Northern Virginia. 

As multi-generational, woman-owned family business, 

Fireline Corporation has been dedicated to protecting life 

and property through exemplary service and high-quality 

products for more than 75 years. For more information, 

visit www.fireline.com.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Lisa Lutz, L’attitude38°

L38marketing@gmail.com 

410.279.1596 

http://fireline.com
http://www.fireline.com
http://www.fireline.com
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BACK AT THE OFFICE

With construction behind us and viruses more under control our Baltimore office staff ahs started coming back 
in part time on a new hybrid schedule. It’s good to see people in the halls and sharing a chat between meetings. 
Putting the newly renovated office to good use!

Be Back!
IT 'S GOOD TO

http://fireline.com
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The return of the lab has already allowed for several 3 
day Basic Fire Alarm classes where participants leave 
with knowledge ranging from what a resistor is, all 
the way to how to program a fire warden for complex 
elevator recall functions! Some recent participants 
included not only service department techs, but a few 
newer systems techs as well as office admin.

We are looking for options on how to integrate more 
hands on sprinkler training as well.

Moving forward we have on the  
schedule already:
• A few more of this series of basic fire alarm classes.

•  More NICET prep classes are scheduled for water 
based test and inspect levels I, II, and III.

We are really concentrating on this since 
sprinkler inspections are requiring certified techs 
more and more almost daily.

• E-light code training.

Not just the basics of how to test, but also how 
to identify what types of units and where they 
should be installed.

• More of the basic multi meter training class! 

This class teaches our techs how to be safe with 
their meters and use them more effectively. Just 
like everyone uses a phone differently, they use 
meters differently. Sharing techniques often adds 
confidence and understand of why.

• Advanced meter training classes.

In this series, we work more extensively with 
common troubleshooting, including the dreaded 
ground fault.

•  We will be teaching a Notifier onyx university class. 
Techs will be officially certified in programming 
Notifier Onyx series systems.

What’s on the horizon? 
•  Captiveaire training in house! We have a complete 

restaurant system to assemble, test and 
troubleshoot. We will most likely have a few of these 
classes.

•  We are building a basic sprinkler service class. 
Much like the basic fire alarm, we will learn about 
components, plan for some hands on with wet, dry, 
and pre-action systems. We will also learn where 
and when of code implementation, and how to 
testand inspect accurately and consistently.

•  Hydrant testing! We are planning on a class or 
maybe 2 on how to properly flush AND flow AND 
calculate hydrant and loop capacities.

•  Communicator training. With emerging 
technologies, we are always being flooded with new 
products  and protocols. 

We will cover which communication paths are 
accepted currently and how to care and feeding 
of the more common cellular and radio devices.

•  We have also had some requests for fenwal and 
potter programming familiarity.

•  Air compressor and nitrogen generator training. 
Routine maintenance and concept.

And I may even take a day off somewhere in there!

FIRELINE’S TRAINING LAB IS 
FINALLY BACK IN BUSINESS!

BACK IN BUSINESS

http://fireline.com
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WHAT'S THE WORD

Movers and Shakers!

12FIRELINE.COM • MAY 2022

Anthony Campos 
Senior Operations Manager

Rick Zink 
Special Hazards Manager

Fred Anders 
Customer Relations Manager

Bill Donohue 
System Service Manager

Danica Crum 
System Service Admin Supervisor

Jim Colgan
System Service Supervisor

These folks have recently taken on new roles with Fireline. We are looking forward 
to seeing them excel in these roles as the company continues to evolve.

Congrats and thank you all! 

http://fireline.com
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WE ALL NEED
HELP SOMETIMES
Learn about our Employee Assistance Program (EAP) 
offered through Mutual of Omaha.

Professional, confidential consultations, 24 hours a day.
Includes resources and counseling for:
• Family and personal concerns
• Legal and financial assistance
• Elder care assistance and referral services
• Emotional well-being
• Work-Life transitions

• Healthy lifestyles

Contact Elizabeth Zeledon in HR for more information:
ezeledon@fireline.com, 410-247-1422 x272

This is a free service to all employees.

http://fireline.com
mailto:ezeledon%40fireline.com?subject=
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After two long years and multiple cancellations, 
Fireline finally made its way back to the National 
Facilities Management and Technology 
Conference. Fireline exhibited at the trade show 
located in the Baltimore Convention Center 
for three days. We showcased Extinguishers, 
Fire Alarm system demos, Vesda Air Sampling 
demos and Product Videos about Water Mist 
and Fire Suppression. 

Special Shout out to Millennium Marketing 
Solutions for our cool new trade show booth!

BACK AT NFM&T

http://fireline.com
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Rob 
Stallings
FIRE ALARM 
TECHNICIAN

MARCH 2022

Patrick 
Denbow
VEHICLE SERVICE 
TECHNICIAN

FEB 2022

Safety Incentive Program

 Safety Incentive Program Award Winners have no lost time accidents.
REMEMBER, STAY SAFE!

Sean Weiss
SHOP 
TECHNICIAN

JAN 2022

SAFETY INCENTIVE PROGRAMSAFETY INCENTIVE PROGRAM

Chris 
Pressley
SPRINKLER 
SERVICE 
TECHNICIAN

APRIL 2022

http://fireline.com
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Employee Recognition Awards

Nominate him/her for the quarterly 
Employee Recognition Awards (ERA)! 

Your nomination can be made on 
the form on Firenet or by emailing 
ERA@fireline.com with your nominee  
and a brief description of why they 
deserve the award.

16

HAVE A TEAMMATE WHO'S

Collin 
Creighton

F i r e  A l a r m  D e p a r t m e n t
Q1 – 2022

Greg  
Diaz

System Ser v ice  Dep a r tment
Q1 – 2022

Hermela 
Solomon

D e s i g n  D e p a r t m e n t
Q1 – 2022

Leonel 
Cartagena

S p r i n k l e r  D e p a r t m e n t
Q1 – 2022

On Fire?

EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION AWARDS

http://fireline.com
mailto:ERA%40fireline.com?subject=
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Mike Ramiro
FROM A CO-WORKER

Just wanted to make you aware, that Mike has gone above and beyond to help 
Johnnie Johnson, and the Sprinkler Install department.

Apparently, the install department had a job relocating some sprinkler heads for 
a car rental company tenant. The property management company who oversees 
that building reached out to Mike. Mike setup with Honeywell to disable the Fire 
Alarm system for the install department crew to do the repair work. He also 
assisted with them showing the isolate valves for the tenant space.

Originally this work was scheduled to be performed afterhours (2pm to 10pm) 
But Mike coordinated with the tenants and Honeywell to reschedule the work 
window to 8am-4pm to better accommodate all parties normal working hours. I 
know you say that we handle things out here. But I just wanted to make it known 
to you how selfless and a team player he can be.

Kudos!Kudos!
KUDOS!

Nick Copsey
FROM A CUSTOMER

Looks like we have lost 8 bar in the Mist Room in roughly 55 days (see below), 
which is amazing, hopefully this trend will continue! I would say that’s a massive 
improvement to previous years and certainly since Fireline took over the system. 
Attached is an old spreadsheet of tank loss to remind us how far we have come. 
I would say we got to this point through not only finding multiple leaks in the mist 
room but also what leaks we found in the South. 
 
Thanks as always, for your continued support of our Monticello. You are a major 
reason we keep our services with Fireline. 

KUDOS!

Kelsey Payne
FROM A CO-WORKER

I know I have said it before, but I wanted to send another email giving kudos for 
all your amazing notes. Everything that is helpful for the next service/technician, 
I have added to contract notes to print on the next ticket. : )

http://fireline.com
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Chris Denbow
FROM A CO-WORKER/CUSTOMER

“Great information. I appreciate the effort it took to put this together. I think your 
approach is spot on.”

I wanted to share a sample of the ownership they take and the positive feedback 
we get from customers. The request for information came into me and Chris 
was cc’d on the email, he took it upon himself to put the information together 
in a thoughtful and intelligent way, considering Fireline’s revenue stream and 
the customer’s budget. Not only was this an example of ownership and great 
customer service it was a huge help to me!

KUDOS! (CONT'D)

Rich Kavlich
FROM A CUSTOMER

Currently, your company is performing the sprinkler portion of our new school. 
We had a bit of a rocky start; however, things have ironed out, and I am pleased 
with the performance to date.

I wanted to highlight one of your employees, Rick Kavlich, who has been a 
tremendous help to me and our project. His professionalism, thoroughness, and 
unwavering commitment to the client are admirable. He succeeds in his efforts 
to ensure we are satisfied, and his social skills and temperament while working 
with the client are above par.

Joe Dantoni
FROM CO-WORKERS

I just want to give some KUDOS to Joe Dantoni, this past Friday Night Joe 
Dantoni was not on call but was willing to help out. He took a call for a Fire 
Pump problem, put that job back in service and they drove to Rockville for 
another emergency service call.

“Great Job, Thanks Joe “

I’m not surprised…. I rely heavily on him for a few sites I have overseen. He 
does a fantastic job and is always willing to do what is necessary to help our 
customers. Definitely a true asset and pivotal member of our team! It would be 
easier to report on days when Joe Dantoni does not go way above and beyond. 
Joe Dantoni is one of the best employees that Fireline has in her ranks. 

http://fireline.com
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KUDOS! (CONT'D)KUDOS! (CONT'D)

Fred Anders, Joe Dantoni
FROM A CUSTOMER

Thank you for your prompt response into guiding me to create a Service call 
for the fire pump issue leak we had in the building on Wednesday. Your earliest 
availability was two days later, but soon as you found a window between, you 
advised us, which was very beneficial, as the fire pump leak progressed. Your 
technician Joseph Dantoni came prepared for the service with all the tools and 
materials needed, and performed a very good job by repairing the leak in a safe 
and professional manner, taking time to check and adjust all components for 
complete resolve.

I have nothing but thanks for this team effort.

Janet Werner
FROM A CUSTOMER

I would like to address one of your employees Janet Werner. Janet has gone 
above and beyond to make sure my experience with Fireline has gone smoothly. 
Please make sure Janet is recognized for willingness to make sure our business 
needs were met!! If it wasn’t for her we will still be at square one. She really went 
out of her way to help us and for that we are very grateful!! Fireline is lucky to 
have Janet!!! It’s employees like her that will make me recommend Fireline to 
other customers.

http://fireline.com
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FIRELINE AND AFFILIATED MONITORING

A team of Fireline employees and Affiliated employees worked hard to make the transition a successful one. 
Many thanks to everyone involved for making this transition go significantly smoother than anticipated. 

From the Affiliated Team: 

Fireline is one of the most organized and best run companies that I have worked with. The amount of time that 
you guys took to prepare and make sure everything was organized showed when we went there to work on 
the transition.

We truly appreciate how committed your team was to this transition as we understand the importance of this 
transfer for Fireline.

20

MONITORING TRANSITION
After many months of preparations, Fireline has 
moved our central station to Affiliated Monitoring! 
This move is to give our customers and technicians 
better support with improved communications and 
technologies needed in today’s world.

http://fireline.com
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HEY...
FIELD TEAM!
See a system that needs an upgrade? Or a company that doesn’t 
have a service contract?

GOOD NEWS!

Just email leads@fireline.com and include the basic information:
• Company Name
• Address
• Contact Person Name & Number/Email
• Type of System
• Details about the lead

We will take care of the rest and follow up
with you if we close the contract.

Questions?

Email leads@fireline.com to ask more.

http://fireline.com
mailto:leads%40fireline.com?subject=
mailto:leads%40fireline.com?subject=
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This year the Fire Suppression System Association (FSSA) celebrated 
their 40th anniversary in Bonita Springs, Florida. 

Rich Sigethy, Anna Gavin and Dave Krenzer attended this year, 
networking with peers and attending educational sessions. They 
started the event with a 1940’s themed reception and also held 
their annual charity fundraising wiffle ball tournament.

Dave Krenzer was a panel speaker at the conference this year doing 
a presentation on a case study of fire suppression in the power 
generation industry. We are proud to have someone as passionate and 
knowledgeable about suppression systems as Dave to represent Fireline.

FSSA 2022

THE FSSA CONFERENCE: 
40TH ANNIVERSARY

http://fireline.com
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Best looking cornhole board

Extinguisher training starts at any age

Rich and Gary at naval base in San Diego

Fred and Bill in Arizona

Collin and Jeff working at a jobsite

Fire Alarm team

Eric working on the BWI rescue vehicles

Sunrise

Photos

Night out in Baltimore

Janet Lisa and Matt

FIRELINE PHOTOS

Family Safety Day

http://fireline.com
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Matt building the tech lab

Fawn working on the tech labVehicle Systems team

Let's go Caps!Mystery package banjo Sexy beach photo shootFrosty the Fireline Tech

Photos

Shannon Anna and Cindy

FIRELINE PHOTOS (CONT'D)

Watch out for those cacti Fred!

http://fireline.com
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JUNE
Caleb Chavis
Scott Gore
Davon Bess
Johnnie Johnson
Nate English
Bill Gibb
Ike Austin 
Terence Kirks
Thomas Gardner
William Haliko
Loren Crookshanks 
George Clayton
Sean Weiss 
Chris Troutman, SET
Bill Donohue 
Ted Richter
Chris Weaver
Robin Busch

JULY
Elizabeth Zeledon
Shaun Austin
Morgan Kotanko-Wattersmith

Jason Havelt
Antonio Scott
Billy Carter
Greg Diaz
Quinn Sims
Gary Hoddinott
Collin Creighton
Mike Ramiro
Joe Parmer
Daven Gunther
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24
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29
29
30

1
1
4
5
5

12
14
18
22
22
22
25
26
28
28
29
29
29

FIRELINE BIRTHDAYS

Happy Birthday!
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MAY
Brittney Schultheis
Jeff Brown
Matt Meyers
Robert McDermott
Brian Bartholme
Landen Barber
Deanna White
Richard Sigethy
Bill Bonney
Susan Hunt
Steve Twain
Tyler Smith
Gary Cox
Brandon Wright
Greg Smith
Eric Mayfield
Mike Stewart
Timothy Custer
Nick Hall
Cameron Justice
Charlie Harris
John Pierce

Ronald Eure
Abe Anderson
Jimmy Keedy
Angelo Santos
Jason Litten
John Mosley

AUGUST
Anna Gavin
Anthony Campos
Daniel Jackson
Jason Swieczkowski
Joe Mooney
Hermela Solomon
Steve Clarke
Rasanjali Wisidagama
Nick Copsey
Shannon Adkins
Nicholas Dom
Gorsha Reitterer
Alexander Evans
Todd Everitt
Tom Cavin
Charlie Miskimon
Eric McCloud
Todd Bates

http://fireline.com
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 13 Yrs
15 Yrs
18 Yrs

7 Yrs
23 Yrs

5 Yrs
5 Yrs

18 Yrs
28 Yrs
18 Yrs
10 Yrs
11 Yrs
16 Yrs
45 Yrs

2 Yrs

Happy Anniversary!
MAY
Albert Riefflin
Craig Steinbock
Eric Robertson
Gorsha Reitterer
Janet Werner
Marty Ibbott
Mike D'Angelo
Mitch D'Angelo
Rupert Mangal
 
JUNE
Angela Lester
Anna Gavin
Chris Troutman, SET
David Gates
Deion Minor
Eric McCloud
Guy Hornig
Jeffrey Richards
Joe Mooney
Kristi Hampton
Lisa Tiedemann 
Mark D. Meyer
Matthew Merson
Stephen Dreyer
Tori Cowley
Steve Pleasant
Thomas Gardner
Morgan Kotanko-Wattersmith

Cameron Justice
Daven Gunther
 
JULY
Edwin Montano
Fawn Dyson
Frank Bernadzikowski
Joe Murry 
John Mosley
Ken Barnhart
Kyle Miller

Marvin Argueta
Mike Maloy
Nick Copsey
Steve Imhoff
Ted Richter
Troy Moseley
Nicholas Dom
Kelly Keppley
Jason Wenger
Daniel Jackson
Sean Weiss
Brandon Wright
Eric McCloud, Jr.
Jason Havelt
Leonel Cartagena
Joseph Dantoni IV
Candace Slagle
Mario Castillo
Kelsey Payne
Alexander Evans
 
AUGUST
Anthony Campos
Bladimir Ventura
Dan Towle
David Krenzer
David Taylor

Debbie Lanham
Dwon Bess
Greg Diaz
Greg Smith
Jim Handy
Jim Malone
Joe Dantoni
Linda Abdow
Reggie Burton
Richard Sigethy 
Richard Kavlich 
Ross Dyott 
Shaun Austin 
Steve Clarke
Howard Gross
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4 Yrs

13 Yrs
5 Yrs
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7 Yrs
5 Yrs
2 Yrs
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1 Yrs
1 Yrs
1 Yrs

8 Yrs
24 Yrs
16 Yrs

6 Yrs
8 Yrs

13 Yrs
6 Yrs

4 Yrs
8 Yrs
7 Yrs

48 Yrs
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7 Yrs
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2 Yrs
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1 Yrs
1 Yrs

5 Yrs
6 Yrs

22 Yrs
10 Yrs
14 Yrs

FIRELINE ANNIVERSARIES
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